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For these very reasons, this collection should be on the reading list of those readers who may
be looking for silver bullets to address issues of systemic oppression or social justice. Those
quick fixes aren’t here. Aspects of a course would go well, while other aspects failed to achieve
their intended goals. Instead, what these instructors gained were new appreciations for the
resistances they encountered and a renewed commitment to lean into these resistances. Each
grew in pedagogical experience and confidence to try again. The work of critical pedagogy
experiments, iterates, innovates, and reflects, but does not reach a completion.—Scott Curtis,
University of Missouri–Kansas City
Library Services for Online Patrons: A Manual for Facilitating Access, Learning, and Engagement. Joelle E. Pitts, Laura Bonella, Jason M. Coleman, and Adam Wathen, eds. Santa
Barbara, CA: Libraries Unlimited, 2019. 200p. Paperback. $55.00 (ISBN 978-1-44-085952-6).
Serving digital patrons is not a new practice for libraries, but in recent
years online access has become more casual and ubiquitous. Serving digital
patrons has changed focus from a particular group of users without access
to physical library services and resources to an ordinary part of serving
our regular patrons who may access our services from off campus or via
mobile as easily as they walk into a physical library. The recent closures
of many libraries due to COVID-19 has highlighted both readiness to
provide services online and possible deficiencies in online service. The
result for many libraries may be a service strategy that transcends mode
of access and makes it easier for online patrons to take full advantage of
resources and services. Library Services for Online Patrons focuses on the
diversity of patrons accessing the library online through equitable access to resources and
establishing best practices for providing library services. This book can serve as a resource
for establishing services for online patrons and as a checklist for libraries that already have a
foundation of service, yet may need development in some areas.
The book is edited by Joelle Pitts, Laura Bonella, and Jason Coleman, all academic librarians at Kansas State University Libraries, and Adam Wathen, a public librarian from Kansas.
Karla Aleman, Stephanie Buck, Natalie Haber, and Elaine Sullo also contributed chapters to
the volume. The book is set up in workbook style, and each chapter includes short case studies from other librarians with experience providing services for online patrons. The result is
a practical structure for developing excellence in online library services featuring a variety of
voices from across many library settings. This structure makes the book good for browsing
and reference in the moment while brainstorming new online services or assessing existing
services. The book opens with a self-assessment and institutional assessment process for
the emerging online librarian to take stock of the resources, skills, and support that may be
required to embark on this process. The second chapter focuses on understanding potential
patrons and developing goals. These two chapters are particularly helpful for assessment
because they feature big-picture ideas augmented with specific case studies in libraries that
make it easy to understand how these concepts are actually applied in practice.
The interior of the book focuses on deep dives into several areas of interest for providing service to online patrons, including inclusive technology design, virtual reference and
instruction, and online embedded librarianship. Inclusive design may be a new concept for
librarians who are not involved in technology creation at their institutions, but this helpful
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framework can be applied not only in site design, but in other types of online service delivery.
This chapter and the chapters on reference and instruction provide a good overview of current ideas and practices in online service delivery. The embedded librarianship chapter may
also be a new concept for librarians practicing online, but this chapter provides an overview
of considerations for librarians embedding in online courses and a helpful case study from a
librarian supporting an asynchronous online program.
The final three chapters focus on operational strategies for developing services for online
patrons including building relationships, marketing, and advocating for online patrons. These
chapters will likely be the most helpful for librarians with established practices for serving
online patrons since they focus on building stronger programs and developing an audience.
The chapter on advocating for online patrons works through every service and department in
the library with tips for how to integrate the needs of online patrons into services. It includes
a helpful worksheet for librarians conducting needs assessments in this area. The final chapter
focuses particularly on online patrons and access in public libraries. All the chapters share the
same practical approach and interweave goal setting and assessment into the content.
This book is good for libraries that are just beginning programs for online patrons, those
that want to assess current practice, and libraries with existing successful programs that want
to develop in particular areas. Most of the examples focus on academic libraries, though the
inclusion of a public library perspective sets it apart from much of the literature in this area.
Partnership and inclusive design are threads that run through every chapter of the book and
help unite the content into a coherent action plan for serving online patrons. The accessible
language and practical guide style will be appealing to libraries that are new to online services and those trying to develop service on a short time scale. This book provides a practical
foundation and important considerations for building and expanding sustainable services for
online patrons.—Laura Costello, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Information Literacy and Theological Librarianship: Theory and Praxis. Bobby Smiley, ed.
Chicago, IL: Atla Open Press, an imprint of the American Theological Library Association,
2019. 189p. Paper, $35.00 (ISBN: 978-1-949800-01-2).
It is easy to think that, since a book may focus on a particular topic, it
means that it is not useful beyond those in that field. That is not the case
when it comes to American Theological Library Association’s new edited
publication Information Literacy and Theological Librarianship. Bobby Smiley, editor and librarian at Vanderbilt University’s Divinity Library, has
pulled together authors whose chapters can easily serve both theological
librarians and information literacy and instruction librarians. The latter
group will find useful information that can be tailored to their needs. The
subject-level perspective also provides a lens that can help in approaching other fields. All of the chapter authors are affiliated with a range of
different theological libraries at colleges, universities, and seminaries.
The book is divided into two parts. The first four chapters comprise the theory section,
and the other five chapters cover praxis. Each section can stand alone if the reader prefers just
theory or praxis. Of the two, the theory chapters can be a little more challenging to read, yet
they can also be the most rewarding. They do a very good job of approaching the concept of
information literacy and its application to theological education and information. Each chapter

